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Wednesday, December 10th, 2014 

4:15PM E-Motion  Documentary Theater 1 Page 4 

4:15PM Fagbug Nation  Feature Narrative Theater 3 Page 4 

4:20PM Chip & Bernie’s Zomance  Feature Narrative Theater 2 Page 5 

4:20PM Dinner Date Student Short Package Student Short Theater 4 Page 8 

4:30PM Dance of the Books Student Short Package Student Short Theater 4 Page 7 

4:35PM Games We Played Student Short Package Student Short Theater 4 Page 8 

4:40PM Sheltered Love Student Short Package Student Short Theater 4 Page 8 

5:00PM The Backseat  Feature Narrative Theater 4 Page 6 

5:40PM Austin to Boston  Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

5:50PM Michael Half-Life Short Narrative Package Short Narrative Theater 3 Page 7 

5:55PM Cry Now  Feature Narrative Theater 1 Page 5 

6:05PM The Hideout Short Narrative Package Short Narrative Theater 3 Page 7 

6:25PM Fin Short Narrative Package Short Narrative Theater 3 Page 7 

6:45PM The Routine Short Narrative Package Short Narrative Theater 3 Page 7 

6:50PM Little Treasure Student Narrative Package Student Narrative Theater 4 Page 7 

7:00PM Grin Local Feature Narrative Feature Narrative Theater 3 Page 6 

7:05PM Cheetah 3D Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

7:10PM Choose Your Own Dateventure! Local Shorts Package Student Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

7:10PM Cherry Pop Student Narrative Package Student Narrative Theater 4 Page 7 

7:25PM Brandenburg Compilation Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Pages 6 & 7 

7:30PM Searching for Nepal with Q&A (12/10) Local Documentary Documentary Theater 1 Page 5 

7:30PM By My Hand Student Narrative Package Student Narrative Theater 4 Page 7 

7:40PM Ahco on the Road Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 6 

7:45PM Bannock Local Feature Narrative Feature Narrative Theater 4 Page 5 

7:50PM Will-O’-The-Wisp Local Shorts Package Student Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 8 

8:00PM The Sky Won’t Fall with Q&A (12/10) Local Shorts Package Student Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

8:35PM Butterfly Town, USA with Q&A (12/10) Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

8:45PM Canvas the Night Local Feature Narrative Feature Narrative Theater 3 Page 5 

9:05PM Fragmented  Feature Narrative Theater 1 Page 6 

9:20PM Mary’s New Shoes Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

9:30PM Autumn in Pacific Grove Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

9:40PM Richard on Life & Photography at 90 Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 5 

 

4:20PM Student Shorts Package 
Dinner Date * Dance of the Books 

Games We Played * Sheltered Love 
Theater 4 

 

5:50PM Short Narrative Package Michael Half-Life * The Hideout * Fin * The Routine Theater 3  

6:50PM Student Narrative Package Little Treasure * Cherry Pop * By My Hand Theater 4  

7:05PM Local Short Narrative Package 

Cheetah 3D * Choose Your Own Dateventure! 

Brandenburg Compilation * Ahco on the Road 

Will-O'-The-Wisp * The Sky Won't Fall 

Theater 2 

 

8:35PM Local Documentary Shorts Package 
Butterfly Town, USA * Mary's New Shoes 

Autumn in Pacific Grove * Richard on Life & Photography at 90 
Theater 2 

 

 

Thursday, December 11
th

, 2014 

5:00PM Award Ceremony   Theater 2  

5:30PM Searching for Nepal   Theater 3 Page 5 

5:30PM Student Short Winner   Theater 2  

5:30PM Feature Winner   Theater 4  

5:40PM Student Narrative Winner   Theater 2  

5:50PM Short Narrative Winner   Theater 2  

6:20PM Cheetah 3D Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

6:25PM Choose Your Own Dateventure! Local Shorts Package Student Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

6:40PM  Brandenburg Compilation Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Pages 6 & 7 

6:55PM Ahco on the Road Local Shorts Package Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 6 

7:00PM Butterfly Town, USA Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

7:05PM Will-O’-The-Wisp Local Shorts Package Student Short Narrative Theater 2 Page 8 

7:10PM Bannock Local Feature Narrative Feature Narrative Theater 4 Page 5 

7:10PM The Sky Won’t Fall  Local Shorts Package Student Narrative Theater 2 Page 7 

7:30PM Canvas the Night Local Feature Narrative Feature Narrative Theater 3 Page 5 

7:35PM Mary’s New Shoes Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

7:45PM Autumn in Pacific Grove Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 4 

7:55PM Richard on Life & Photography at 90 Local Shorts Documentary Package Documentary Theater 2 Page 5 

8:15PM Documentary Winner   Theater 3  

9:30PM Judges Choice   Theater 2  

 

6:20PM Local Short Narrative Package 

Cheetah 3D * Choose Your Own Dateventure! 

Brandenburg Compilation * Ahco on the Road 

Will-O'-The-Wisp * The Sky Won't Fall 

Theater 2  

7:00PM Local Documentary Shorts Package 
Butterfly Town, USA * Mary's New Shoes 

Autumn in Pacific Grove * Richard on Life & Photography at 90 
Theater 3  
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EXTRAORDINARY ORD (Documentary, USA, 24 Minutes) 
By Eric Palmer 

In 1994, Fort Ord closed, leaving behind 28,000 acres to the Monterey Bay Community.  Almost 20 years 
later, the community continues to struggles over how to envision its future.  Once a bustling training 

center, the base is now home to toxic blight and empty lots, housing communities and educational 
institutions, and a vast wilderness of forests and dunes. 

Extraordinary Ord explores the Fort’s storied history, takes you deep into the 18.000 acres of epic 
wilderness and examines the various proposals, successes and challenges since the enclosure. 

 

STATEMENT FROM THE FESTIVAL DIRECTORS 
Thank you for helping us celebrate the 3rd annual Monarch Film Festival!  Each year, we come together in celebration of new, 

innovative and artistic visions, personified in independent film.  To create; to embody the human struggle in movement and 

sound while having the bravery to share it with others.  We have always promoted an atmosphere where artists can come 

together and share their creative projects, while collaborating on new concepts, and challenge themselves more each passing 

year.  This year, we celebrate the return of many inspiring minds, as well as new-coming visionaries from all over the world, that 

have continued to produce, develop and push themselves in the manufacture of cinematic art.  A film has the ability to transcend 

the hurdles created by nationality, cultural difference, language barrier or age, which is one of the things that make them so very 

special. As locals raised in Pacific Grove; an artist community, we feel a particularly strong connection to that which evokes an 

emotional, spiritual or intellectual reaction, and for that, we are proud to be showing as many local films as we are able to this 

year.  So thank you for attending the 3rd annual Monarch Film Festival.  We could not do it without you!  

              

              ~Cristiana DiPietro & Matthew Kalamane 
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AUSTIN TO BOSTON 

by James Marcus Haney 

(Documentary, USA, 70 Minutes) 

5 old VW camper vans. 4 bands. 3 thousand miles. 2 weeks. 1 gloriously backwards tour. The 

adventure starts after a fire-fuelled final night at Austin's SXSW Music Festival, where the bands 

(Ben Howard, The Staves, Nathaniel Rateliff, Bear's Den) pile into their rides and head northeast. 

They play everywhere from bars to barns, rooms to rooftops, packing out tiny venues and wowing 

crowds with their unique sounds. But heavy rainstorms, multiple breakdowns, and cramped 

conditions remind them that to push through sometimes you need to pull together. Featuring 

Mumford & Sons' Ben Lovett and narrated by Gill Landry this documentary is about a modern 

tour, done the old fashioned way. 

 

 

AUTUMN IN PACIFIC GROVE 

by Clemencia Macias 

(Documentary, USA, 9 Minutes) 

This documentary takes the viewer through the beginning of autumn in Pacific Grove. It is a story 

of people and nature during a magical time of the year... 

BUTTERFLY TOWN, USA 
by Dorothy Fadiman & Marlo McKenzie 

(Documentary, USA, 30 Minutes) 

In this advance screening of Butterfly Town, USA, we meet a community determined to protect 

their butterfly grove sanctuary. When the City prunes the trees in the sanctuary, activists work 

together to fill the gaps created in the tree canopy. This effort leads to a clash in how best to 

protect the Monarch Butterflies. 

Q&A following 12/10 screening with Dorothy Fadiman, Marlo McKenzie and Barbara Thomas 
 

 

E-MOTION 
by Frazer Bailey 

(Documentary, Australia, 87 Minutes) 

Imagine a world where the trapped emotions, fears, anxieties and unprocessed life 

experiences we hold in our bodies are the source of everything that ails us. That’s the world 

we live in. Now imagine a world where everyone is manifesting from their heart the perfect 

creation that’s inside each of us. Imagine a world where abundance, inner peace, longevity 

and loving relationships abound. Imagine emotion experts from around the world sharing 

their wisdom and negative emotion clearing techniques to light a new pathway for humanity. 

Imagine we are sacred, spiritual beings here for a much larger reason, serving a much higher 

purpose, a divine purpose. That’s where we’re going… 

FAGBUG NATION 

by Erin Davies 

(Documentary, USA, 88 Minutes) 

'Fagbug Nation' takes you behind the wheel of what it's like to drive the once vandalized, now 

famous 'Fagbug.' With six years of touring under her belt, director Erin Davies ('Fagbug,' 2009, 

Netflix) has her mind set on getting her car to all 50 states, Hawaii and Alaska being the final two. 

To pull this off, Erin went 54 days without a car, put her car on 5 boats, and flew on 14 planes. 

The Fagbug gets leis'd in Hawaii and drives through the midnight sun to Alaska, but first makes a 

pit stop at the Equality House in Topeka, Kansas. Along the way, Erin gathers people's opinions 

on gay marriage and bullying. Watch as this rainbow colored Beetle serves as a catalyst for our 

nation on the road to equality. 
 

 

MARY'S NEW SHOES 

by Jeff Sax 

(Documentary, USA, 9 Minutes) 

Mary Burr Artist / Sculptor /Dancer 

At age 91, Mary Burr a former lead dancer of many Broadway shows, is 

forced to give up her high heels in favor of tennis shoes.   

This is her journey... 
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RICHARD ON LIFE & PHOTOGRAPHY AT 90 

by Wei Chang & Bob Pacelli 

(Documentary, USA, 13 Minutes) 

Richard Garrod's black and white photography has appeared in more than 50 solo 

and group exhibitions, and is in private and public collections worldwide.   In the words of 

Ansel Adams, his work displays "a great solidity and constant awareness of beauty." 

SEARCHING FOR NEPAL 

by Philip Deutschle & Robyn Hutman 

(Documentary, USA,  88 Minutes) 
Searching For Nepal chronicles the emotional and cultural journey of a former Peace Corps 

Volunteer as he returns to Nepal, seeking out his adopted family in the aftermath of Nepal’s 

Maoist civil war.  Filmed entirely on location, this exotic, soul-searching adventure explores the 

universal yearning to go home again—in a unique setting. 

Q&A following 12/10 screening with Philip Deutschle & Robyn Hutman 
 

 

BANNOCK 

by Michael Bennett Weisman 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 132 Minutes) 

It's Arizona in the year, 1881.  When a rancher and his wife are savagely murdered by 

Malachai Logan, a mysterious, legendary killer that stalks the American Southwest,  Wade 

Bannock, himself a notorious gunman that had disappeared some twelve years before, is lured 

out of seclusion by his estranged sister to hunt down the monster that slaughtered her 

daughter.  But he must take along a 17-year old girl, Etta Taylor, who is the only person alive 

who knows what Logan looks like.  Along the way, they are joined by several other gunmen, 

including Billy Caulder, a hotshot young gun bent on testing himself against Bannock, his 

pal, Clevis, and an old acquaintance of Bannock, Teach Conley. A cat and mouse game 

ensues across the deserts and mountains before the final showdown amongst the tall 

Ponderosas of the high country. 

CANVAS THE NIGHT 

by Andrew Enriquez 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 116 Minutes)  

LAPD homicide detectives Ernie Godunov and Jordan Daniels experience a violent departure 

from their routine duties when a series of homicides coincides with the theft of a legendary, 

allegedly cursed painting. According to the legend, the painting is destined to reappear 

periodically, bringing death and destruction. The detectives investigate, increasingly desperate as 

bodies pile up and the criminal conspiracy behind the painting's theft mobilizes. With time 

running out before the painting again disappears into the night, the detectives plunge headlong 

into a bloody confrontation. 
 

 

 CHIP & BERNIE'S ZOMANCE 

by Pasquale Murena 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 70 Minutes) 

Pasquale Murena’s latest film, Chip and Bernie’s Zomance, takes the viewer straight into the 

middle of a zombie apocalypse. With humans caught unaware and unprepared, the zombies 

overtake most major areas of civilization. With zombies now outnumbering humans, survival 

and retaliation are essential. To keep the remaining human population both connected to the 

outside world and educated on zombie killing techniques, a made-for-TV competition has 

been created. The competition rules are simple: Rule 1: Each team has 48 hours to kill as 

many zombies as possible. Rule 2: Don’t die. 

 

 

CRY NOW 

by Alberto Barboza 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 87 Minutes) 

CRY NOW is a tale of passion that takes us on a journey into Los Angeles’ eclectic music and art 

scenes. VINCENT (Miguel Angel Caballero), a restless street artist in search for inspiration meets 

his muse, LUZY (Iliana Carter), a tattoo artist, at a backyard boogie. But, when SOFIA (Mina 

Olivera), his vengeful ex-girlfriend finds out, she uses his art against him and accuses him of 

criminal vandalism. With the LAPD in close pursuit, Vincent embarks on a journey where he 

meets LOBO (Sal Lopez), a musician, who helps him get away. While on the run, ROSARIO 

(Lupe Ontiveros), a wise elder, talks to him about the importance of love and community and 

reveals to him what inspiration is really about. Reinvigorated, Vincent heads back to find the 

pulse of the city and plaster its walls with a compelling and uplifting poster campaign. 
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FRAGMENTED 

by Douglas Elford-Argent 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 88 Minutes) 

When a woman's husband disappears abroad, the search to find him sends both criminals 

and cops down a twisted path littered with lies. Natalie must discover the truth about Carsten 

before it's too late and he is lost to her forever. Refusing to trust the police, she is forced to 

make a new ally in Sebastian, a man who has motives of his own. As the web of deceit 

unravels, so does the reality around it. 

 

 

 

 

GRIN 

by Matthew Kalamane 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 97 Minutes) 

A man awakens in an empty house that he is unable to leave.  Battling fatigue, injury and 

amnesia, and guided only by a mysterious voice in a phone, he begins piecing together the 

fractured memories of events that led him to be trapped where he is, and ultimately discovers a 

truth more horrifying than he could have ever imagined. 

 

 

 THE BACKSEAT 

by Ryan O'Leary 

(Feature Narrative, USA, 104 Minutes) 

High school social outcasts Roy Offerman and Larry DiMarco struggle to find a drummer 

for their new punk rock band, Witness My Jehovah. As Roy will learn, sometimes finding 

the answer to one problem only brings about a host of others. Immediately after finding a 

drummer, Roy is plagued by a raging case of hemorrhoids. This causes his parents to be 

confused about his sexuality, and starts up all sorts of new rumors at school. In the most 

unexpected place, Roy meets his dream girl Samantha. As Roy and Sam's relationship 

develops, Witness My Jehovah lands their first big gig at a local music venue. When things 

don't go as planned, Roy is faced with some of the biggest decisions he'll ever have to make. 

 

 

 

AHCO ON THE ROAD 

by Soyeon Kim 

(Short Narrative, South Korea, USA, 9 Minutes) 

Inspired by a nature documentary, 'Ahco on The Road' is the story of a baby elephant, 'Ahco', who 

is on a journey to find her way back home after being separated from her mother. 

 

 

 

 

 

BRANDENBURG COMPILATION 

by Robert Danziger 

(Short Narrative, USA, 3 Minutes) 

BRANDENBURG 22 REMBRANDT;  

BRANDENBURG 23 VERMEER 
From the Brandenburg 300 Project, the music is: Brandenburg 22 Rembrandt, featuring 

Albert Wing; and, Brandenburg 23 Vermeer, featuring Mike Miller.  Bob Danziger plays the 

EWI and the recordings were mixed at Abbey Road.  The music is a jazz classical crossover 

version of the 2nd and 3rd movements of the Brandenburg Concerto #2, using instruments 

and recording techniques not available in Bach's time. 

 

BRANDENBURG COMPILATION 

by Robert Danziger 

(Short Narrative, USA, 3 Minutes)  

BRANDENBURG 23 DA VINCI 

Da Vinci - Inventor, painter, musician, mathematician, engineer, sculptor, architect, anatomist, 

geologist, cartographer, botanist, and writer. In re-writing the Brandenburg Concerto I decided to 

forego the classical naming system, and instead named each movement by a simple number and 

each version of the movement after a (deceased) personal hero.  Some, like Da 

Vinci, Einstein, Franklin, Pauling and Curie have famous intellect and talent.  Others, like 

Watsonville’s Helen Iwanaga, or Salinas’ Paulina Morales and Lloyd Pemintel,  

are little known but profoundly special. 
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BRANDENBURG COMPILATION 

by Robert Danziger 

(Short Narrative, USA, 6 Minutes) 

BRANDENBURG 621 ART SPACE MUSIC 

The music, sound and images in this film are the Brandenburg 300 Project's tribute to the 

Golden Records on the Voyager Spacecrafts that carry Bach's Brandenburg Concerto, and 

left our solar system in 2012.  On the side of the two Voyager spacecrafts is a Golden 

Record, a time capsule of music, images and speeches that it was hoped would one day be 

encountered by beings somewhere else in the universe.  The Brandenburg Concerto is the 

first music on the Voyagers Golden Records and is the chosen picture of our collective soul 

to the rest of the Universe. The music was provided by Pacific Grove resident Mick Kapp. 

CHEETAH 3D 

by Matt Mounteer 

(Short Narrative, USA, 3 Minutes)  

Amongst the desk clutter, paper clips and scrap paper, one evil multiplication card escapes from 

the deck on the greatest heist of his life only to find that his encounters take him on a journey of 

great heights, danger, excitement and love. Acting on his feet, the evil card adapts and folds 

himself from the immensely brawny rhino to the majestic and graceful crane to escape every 

hurdle on his path. As the police follow, the chase moves to great heights where the police 

disperse on their hunt for this paper mastermind. Just as his plans almost come full circle, one 

glance will change his destiny forever. 

 

 FIN 

by Dan Slater 

(Short Narrative, Canada, 19 minutes) 

Fin is the story of undiagnosed mental illness. It is the story of a man falling into the depths 

of insanity and desperately trying to hide it from the rest of the world.  

Fin is an ordinary man working an ordinary job. But inside something is slipping. He begins 

to lose touch on reality, hear voices that aren't there, get lost in a world that is not his own. 

After the news of a death of a fellow employee is broken to him he is forced to console a 

female coworker. In her he sees a chance to be normal and to find companionship in a life 

that is mostly spent alone. He begs the voices inside to leave but they refuse forcing him to 

confront the mysterious interloper within. 

MICHAEL HALF-LIFE 

by David Maddox 

(Short Narrative, USA, 13 Minutes) 
Michael Half-Life is the super-hero identity of Michael Hafman, a milquetoast office worker, who 

may or may not be real, may or may not have super-powers, and enjoys dressing in contrast. One 

of the world's most esoteric heroes, through the course of his mundane day he will reflect on life, 

catch the eye of his future wife, and save the world from blowing up. Not necessarily in that 

order. Shot over the course of 15 years on a variety of formats, the film is a merging of different 

styles that creates one surreal adventure. 
 

 

THE HIDEOUT 

by Daniel Wahlen 

(Short Narrative, USA, 16 Minutes) 

A young girl's life is thrown into chaos when she is molested by her teacher. Through the 

support of her best friend, she finds the strength to tell her mother. 

THE ROUTINE 

by Brian Groh & Tara Price 

(Short Narrative, USA, 10 Minutes) 

Capturing the unsettling essence of a Twilight Zone episode and the sci-fi tone of a Ray Bradbury 

story, this reflective short film casts a bleak look at how technology can backfire at bringing us 

closer together, unintentionally creating more isolation and loneliness than ever before, sometimes 

leading to harrowing and tragic results. 
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BY MY HAND 

by Christian Vermazen 

(Student Narrative, USA, 12 Minutes) 
Haunted from his inability to save a young girl from drowning, a Coast Guard Rescue 

Divers' life begins to fall apart. His only saving grace on the path to self-destruction is one 

woman's love. 

 

 

CHERRY POP 

by Assaad Yacoub 

(Student Narrative, USA, 16 Minutes) 

When Lauren Ordair, headliner of a weekly drag show, threatens to not appear for her final 

performance all hell breaks loose backstage. While all the other drag queens fight about who will 

replace Lauren a young newcomer, Amanda Poupon, is battling stage fright over her debut 

performance. Will the show go on? 

 

 

 

 CHOOSE YOUR OWN DATEVENTURE! 

by Jona Nicklin 

(Student Narrative, USA, 12 Minutes) 

A reluctant young man named Linder has fallen for a barista named Ravelle, but he is 

unable to pursue her romantically simply because he is not confident enough. However, fate 

has plans for him when he is given a note with an address written on it. He decides to see 

what is at the location and discovers a video game called “Choose Your Own Dateventure!” 

waiting for him. As soon as he touches the controls, he is sent to a virtual world where he 

must compete in order to survive and win the love of Ravelle herself. After encountering 

other competitors and defeating a giant named Capture, Linder proves his worth and learns 

that Ravelle was the creator of the game. The two reunite in the real world,  

and together they embark on their own Dateventure. 

 

 

LITTLE TREASURE 

by Victoria Zika 

(Student Narrative, USA, 18 Minutes) 

Ginnie has an unexpected reaction to her boyfriend's over-the-top proposal. She has to come to 

terms with what caused her knee-jerk reaction and she does so through  

a series of musical memories. 

 

 

 

 
THE SKY WON'T FALL 

by Kellen Gibbs 

(Student Narrative, USA, 14 Minutes) 

Dale Richardson, a young employee at a conspiracy radio station finds himself thrust into a 

downward spiral when he receives an intense radio message expressing alien existence. 

Upon hearing the message, Dale begins searching for answers in hope of finding hard 

evidence revealing the reality of extra-terrestrial life. The deeper Dale digs, the more 

consumed he becomes. Dale seeks professional help from a psychiatrist about his encounters 

since receiving the message and searching for answers. He is questioned about the 

believability of his encounters. Thereafter, he delves deeper into the research, which he 

becomes obsessed. He realizes that the help he sought is not easily received. As Dale’s 

obsession becomes even stronger, closely riding on the brink of insanity, he finds that it can 

potentially bring harm to himself and the people around him. 

Q&A following 12/10 screening with Kellen Gibbs 

 

 

 

DANCE OF THE BOOKS 

by Lorena Fernandez 

(Student Short, USA, 4 Minutes) 

¨Dance of the books¨ is a stop motion animated short film written and directed by Lorena 

Fernandez Carrillo. Look what surprises these timid books are hiding on a stormy night... 
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DINNER DATE 

by Kaleb McKenna 

(Student Short, Australia, 8 Minutes) 

Oliver and Edie are at the restaurant where it became a little more than a summer fling. But 

things have changed; they haven’t been together for quite some time and that doesn’t sit too 

well with Oliver, who initiated the catch up with dreams of a second chance. However, this 

quickly turns into a nightmare as he starts to see visions of family and friends trying to 

convince him it’s all just a recipe for disaster. 

 

 

GAMES WE PLAYED 

by Brett Rogstad 

(Student Short, Singapore, 4 Minutes) 

Casey is a middle-aged salary worker who finds himself caught in the monotony of a responsible 

adult. While returning home from work, he watches a group of school kids playfully step on 

specific squares and lines on the ground. Casey begins to imitate the kids' game, and in doing so, 

transforms into the inner child that still sees excitement in the world. Losing himself to the 

fantasy, Casey is eventually pulled back to reality where he feels ashamed and embarrassed for his 

transgression. However, a brief affirmation, and a moment of reflection, gives him the confidence 

and appreciation to revisit his lost youth. 

 

  

 

 

 

SHELTERED LOVE 

by Alex Italics 

(Student Short, USA, 10 Minutes) 
In blissful 1950s suburbia, a love-struck bobbysoxer and her no-good-nik boyfriend seek 

refuge from her overprotective and hot-headed father. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WILL-O'-THE-WISP 

by Eric Morton 

(Student Short, USA, 5 Minutes) 

A young man in the midst of mourning the death of an old friend sees a vision of the deceased and 

tries to pursue her, only to come face to face with his own fate. This five-minute narrative short 

film is an examination of how we cope with grief and will strike a chord with anyone who has 

ever gone through the experience of losing a loved one. 
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A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS 

 

 

A Very Special Thank You to Barbara Thomas, Breanna & Kyle Harrison, Karen Ottinger,  

Jeff Ottinger, Fred & Brenda DiPietro, Jeff & Jackie Kilpatrick, Jo & Monte Kerr, Jenny Lovell,  

Matt Woodruff, Samantha Kelley, Jose Gonzalez, Mike Timko, Karen Nordstrand, Jayne Gasperson, 

Don Jayne, Jacob Shafer, Barbara Woodruff, Claire Lovell, Adam Kasparek, Hanna Bradshaw Lozier, 

Debbie Young, Megan Munro, Marge Ann Jameson, Mike deGive and Moe Ammar. 

 

 

Interested in becoming a sponsor? 

Please contact Samantha Kelley: sam@monarchfilmfestival.com for more info! 

 
 

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MONARCH FILM FESTIVAL TEAM: 

  Festival Director:  Cristiana DiPietro 

Festival Director:  Matthew Kalamane 

Marketing Director:  Karen Ottinger 

Sponsorship Director:  Samantha Kelley 

mailto:sam@monarchfilmfestival.com

